Efficiency enhancement from integrated model building. A fundamental surprise was the discovery that integrating model building with various forms of efficiency enhancement results in orders of magnitude of speedup over that expected using naYve implementations. In particular endogenous fitness modeling and an adaptive continuation operator showed remarkable speedups (1-2 orders of magnitude) and a renewal proposal was prepared and has been funded to explore the extensions of these important findings.
hBOA solves hard antenna problem for Hanscom AFB. Scott Santarelli, Tian-Li Yu, and the PI have applied hBOA to the solution of a parameter-tuning problem in matching a Rotman lens to a Butler matrix. hBOA found a 30db-down solution when minimizing the maximum difference between main and side lobes. Even after a million function evaluations, a simple GA was unable to find an acceptable solution.
9 orders of magnitude speed up in materials modeling. We (Duane Johnson, Pascal Bellon, Kumara Sastry, and I) have applied genetic programming to multi-scale modeling of alloys using a hybrid of the molecular dynamics (MD) and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) procedures. In 2D surface modeling our calculations project speedups of 9 orders of magnitude at 300 degrees Multiobjective hBOA scalability explored in hard multiobjective problems. The scalability of multiobjective estimation of distribution algorithms was explored with fundamental theory and computational experiments. Depending on the number of optima that need to be tracked in each substructure, it is easy to overwhelm the capacity of all known niching algorithms due to simple combinatorial overload. On the other hand, effective niching can capably preserve a large and well spaced subset of the optimal set or it can preserve the full Pareto optimal in those cases when the optimal set grows in a manner that does not overwhelm the solver.
Compact classifier system invented. The idea of an estimation of distribution algorithm has become commonplace in optimization problems, but these ideas have not been widely explored in machine learning applications. First results and publications were prepared on the compact classifier system that uses a population of EDAs to capture a population of rules.
BOA used to speed machine learning. Much of the work of this project has been devoted to optimization, but first steps were made to use competent EDAs to learn effective substructure in rule-learning problem domains. In difficult hierarchical machine learning problems, the substructural identification procedures proved useful in solving extraordinarily hard classification problems quickly and well.
From bit strings to real codes to programs. Using mixtures of Gaussians at the subspace level, C. W. Ahn has built an effective real BOA (rBOA) that tackles problems in R' quickly, reliably, and accurately. Early competent GAs solved pseudo-boolean problems (problems over bitstrings). We recently carried those results over to the problem of scalable genetic programming, GAs that program computers. We showed that competence technique reduces exponential performance to subcubic as predicted by our experience with bitstring GAs. Experiments are underway to carry these results over to practical material science and chemistry problems. A cornerstone of the Illinois approach is to build facetwise models of critical phenomena. A key to our success in GP was building models of effective statistical decisions and population supply for GP.
Organizationally inspired competent GA solves hierarchically difficult problems. Techniques using dependency structure matrices (DSMs) have been used by large corporations and governmental agencies in organizational design and last year results were reported on using genetic algorithms for DSM clustering. Those results led previously to the creation of a GA called the DSMGA using DSM clustering to do building-block decomposition. A US patent application has been filed for both the GA clustering of DSMs and the use of DSMs in the creation of a competent GA. This year, those results have led to a hierarchical version of the DSMGA that solves hierarchical difficult problems through explicit substructure compression.
Little quantitative models of teams (and models). The style of modeling used to advance competent GA design has led to the creation of some novel quantitative models of team size, employment frequency, and other phenomena using simple tradeoff models (decision speed vs. task speed, transaction costs versus search costs, etc.). These little models parameterize important quantities in organizations that are usually treated by qualitative means in the business literature. A paper was presented (at the Academy of Management Conference) on optimal department size in an organization with different communication rates vertically and horizontally. A recent little model optimizes the tradeoff in modeling between accurate models and those that are easily used.
Collaborative systems software inspired by GAs. Technical innovation in GAs has led to a spinoff project in collaborative systems design inspired by competent GA ideas. In collaboration with NCSA, I am working on a project for innovation support over the web using interactive GAs, human-based GAs, and chance discovery. 
Interactions and Transitions
This section lists meeting participation, presentations, and transitions.
Meetings & Presentations
All conference papers above represent presentations by Professor Goldberg, his affliates, or his students. Additionally, Professor Goldberg gave many keynote talks and tutorials during the grant period. 
Transitions
Competent GA techniques transferred to Hanscom AFB. As part of this project, hBOA and other competent GA techniques were used in concert with Hanscom AFB personnel to improve the performance of evolutionary antenna design. hBOA proved pivotal in obtaining results in a difficult problem where simple GAs did not succeed. 
